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Highlights
IPG Grant Funding from
Aug 2021 to June 2024

STEM Specials Class New Chairs, New Tables,
New Teacher!

86% of scholars
learned things they did
not know before STEM
Class!

CREATING A CULTURE OF STEM
By Fred Hoffmann, IPG Coach
Science, Technology, Engineering and Math ... oh STEM! Fairview Elementary was

80+ LEGO Kits with
Teacher Training
upcoming! (Additional
46 WeDo Kits)

awarded the Innovative Partnership Grant for the next three school years (20212024). Grant funds were used to partner with BrickEd and institute a new STEM
Specials class to impact all Kindergarten through 5th grade scholars. On a weekly
basis, all scholars experience 21st century lessons that inspire, inform and include
them in opportunities available in their ever evolving future.
During the first quarter, scholars were introduced to STEM thinking and science
lessons. K-5 scholars participated in a shoe picture gallery, name tag challenge, how
science fights viruses, and paper chain challenge. K-3 scholars also participated in
physics for pushes & pulls, physics for sound, and matter for solids & liquids with
crayons. 4-5 scholars also pariticpated in the Saving Sam challenge, physics for
gravity-friction-mass, and water cycle bead bracelets.
Grant funds were used to renovate the classroom next to the main office with new
graffiti wall painting, new tables and new chairs. LEGO Kits (Spike Prime and BricQ)
have arrived that will be utilized during the 2nd quarter with technology-based
lessons coming from BrickEd Staff.
The STEM classroom teacher is Ms. Rachel Robertson, a 5th year STEM student at
High Point University. She does a great job of facilitating STEM instruction daily,
exposing our scholars to 21st century learning.

Two MakerSpaces on
Campus - Gym & Media
Center
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UPCOMING IN THE 2ND
QUARTER
Training with BrickEd to include...
K-2 mTiny Robotics Training
K-5 Math Manipulatives
4/5 Science & STEM LEGO Spike
Prime, BricQ and Essentials
Training with EdDirection to include...
This Is Us Covenant
Self-Evaluation and Student Goal
Setting
Trauma Informed Conversations

EDDIRECTION PROVIDES
TRAINING ON "HOW THE BRAIN
REALLY WORKS" TO STAFF
By Fred Hoffmann, IPG Coach
Did you know that it take the brain approximately 24-36 hours to reset
after an emotional response by the limbic system?
When a stressful situation occurs, the brain's limbic system is
reponsible for the numerous emotions we feel. Our ability to recognize
those emotions, our tools to interact with those emotions, and our
choice in that moment leads to learning gains or learning loses for
scholars. Fairview staff participated in a professional development
training by EdDirection that explained how oxytocin (facilitator) and
cortisol (controller) neurochemicals impact teacher and scholar
interactions leading to learning gains or learning loses. Staff will
continue to get support from MultiClassroom Leaders during planning
to enhance interactions and increase learning gains throughout K-5.

1st Quarter Interest & Perception Survey Results
91% like to know how things work.

What did you learn in STEM class?

86% learned something they did not know before STEM
class

"that you can achive thing if you listen"

85% believe working well with others is important in real

"i learned that i can be whatever i want to be in life"

life.

"i learned that science, technology, engineering, amd

80% know what STEM is about.

math are in my future"

71% would like a job where they invent things.

"i already knew alot of electronic's"

66% agree that math is important if they want to build

"i am leraning about the how to built stuff and learn

things.

about germs and how to learna about of the water cycel"

57% learned about some STEM jobs in class.

